Linking experimental and natural vesicle textures in Vesuvius 79AD white pumice
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Abstract

Vesicle populations in volcanic pumice provide a partial record of shallow magma ascent and degassing. Here we compare pumice textures from the well-characterized 79AD Vesuvius eruption to those generated during isothermal decompression experiments. Three series of experiments were conducted using starting material from the first two phases of the eruption (eruptive units EU1 and EU2). Samples were decompressed from 100 or 150 MPa to final pressures of 10–25 MPa using conditions appropriate for simulating eruption conditions ($T = 850^\circ C$, $dP/dt = 0.25 \text{ MPa/s}$). The experiments differed not only in starting material but also in temperature at which samples were annealed prior to decompression, which determined the initial number of crystals present in the melt. Results show that experiments approach the vesicle number densities and sizes of pumice samples, but show narrower size distributions. The wider size range of pumice samples suggests continuous, rather than instantaneous nucleation, which may reflect non-linear rates of decompression. All experiments exhibited equilibrium degassing, a process that was probably aided by heterogeneous bubble nucleation on oxide microlites. We conclude that delayed bubble nucleation cannot explain the explosivity of the Vesuvius eruption, which instead appears to require high rates of magma decompression.

© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Vesicles in volcanic rocks provide valuable information on the processes occurring in magma conduits and storage systems (e.g., Cashman and Mangan, 1994). Three complementary approaches provide constraints on vesiculation in magmas: textural measurements, laboratory experiments, and physical/numerical models. Textural measurements of vesicle size, number and spatial distribution in natural samples are used to infer the processes responsible for their formation (e.g., Klug and Cashman, 1994; Klug et al., 2002; Polacci et al., 2003; Gurioli et al., 2005; Sable et al., 2006; Adams et al., 2006; Latte and Houghton, 2007; Polacci et al., 2007). Although natural tephra samples are the best available “tracers” of vesiculation in any eruption, they represent a frozen textural state, which might have been acquired prior to, during, and after magmatic fragmentation. Decompression experiments document processes of bubble nucleation, growth, coalescence, and collapse that may occur during magma ascent, although the small volumes of material used often prevent scaling of vesicle size, number and porosity to natural systems. Models of bubble nucleation and growth link experiments to conduct processes, and ultimately, shed light on conditions required to produce violent explosive eruptions (Toramaru, 1989; Toramaru, 1995; Lyakhovsky et al., 1996; Jaupart, 1996; Vergniolle, 1996; Lovejoy et al., 2004; Mangan et al., 2004; Massol and Koyaguchi, 2005; Yamada et al., 2005; Toramaru, 2006; Konermann and Manga, 2007).

Of the three approaches described above, laboratory experiments provide a critical link between field observations and modeling through quantification of kinetic parameters such as bubble nucleation and growth rates, volatile solubility, diffusivity, and surface tension. Most experimental vesiculation studies have examined rhyolitic magmas (Hurwitz and Navon, 1994; Lyakhovsky et al., 1996; Gardner et al., 1999; Mourtada-Bonnefoi and Laporte, 1999; Mangan and Sisson, 2000; Gardner et al., 2000; Larsen and Gardner, 2000; Mourtada-Bonnefoi and Laporte, 2002; Martel and Schmidt, 2003; Mourtada-Bonnefoi and Laporte, 2004; Larsen et al., 2004; Lensky et al., 2004; Burgisser and Gardner, 2005; Gardner, 2007; Cluzel et al., 2008) because they produce the most violent eruptions, and their high viscosity precludes problems associated with rapid microlite crystallization and bubble-melt decoupling in laboratory capsules. Sparser experimental data exist on lower viscosity melts such as basalts (Bai et al., 2008), dacites (Mangan et al., 2004; Suzuki et al., 2007) and phonolites (Larsen and Gardner, 2004;
Larsen et al., 2004; Iacono Marziano et al., 2007; Larsen, 2008; Mongrain et al., 2008).

Here, we examine the decompression and vesiculation of phonolites at conditions relevant to the 79AD eruption of Vesuvius, and compare experimental textures to those of pumice deposited during the opening and first Plinian phases of the eruption. Both natural and experimental data are then compared to models of bubble formation to determine (1) limiting conditions of equilibrium H₂O exsolution, (2) the correspondence between number densities, modal vesicle size, and size distribution of pumice and experimental samples, and (3) the influence of microlites on nucleation. We find that 79AD K-phonolites nucleate heterogeneously on microlites, exsolve efficiently even at low temperatures, and produce number densities close to those measured in natural samples. On the other hand, bubble size distribution comparisons between experimental and natural samples suggest that natural ascent processes are probably more complex than what has been tested to date in the laboratory environment. We suggest that the most viable way to mimic natural bubble size populations through experiments is to apply non-linear decompression pathways, possibly resulting in multiple nucleation and growth pulses.

2. The 79AD eruption of Vesuvius

Nearly 2000 years ago, Vesuvius volcano produced one of the largest and deadliest historical eruptions, burying the Roman towns of Herculaneum, Pompeii, Oplontis and Stabiae under meters of both fallout tephra and pyroclastic density current (PDC) deposits (e.g. Lirer et al., 1973; Sigurdsson et al., 1982, 1985; Cioni et al., 1992). The eruption (volcanic explosivity index VEI = 6, Cioni et al., 2008) lasted over 20 h and produced a total of 2–3 km³ of deposits, calculated as dense rock equivalent (DRE). Pumice composition and color varied from a white phonolitic to a gray tephri-phonolitic composition during the course of the eruption, which is thought to reflect pre-eruptive zoning of the magma reservoir (Sigurdsson et al., 1990; Cioni et al., 1995). According to this model, the magma that produced white pumice (hereafter referred to as “white” magma) was an un-erupted remnant from the ~3900 BP eruption of Avellino, which had differentiated and cooled to ~850 °C (Cioni, 2000) over about 2000 years (Lirer et al., 1973; Cioni et al., 1995). During the 79AD eruption, batches of hotter tephritic magma intruded the storage region, heated the lower portion of the white magma to ≤925 °C (Shea et al., 2009) and mixed with white magma to produce the tephri-phonolite, which produced the later gray pumice deposits.

Herein, we focus on the white magma and, more specifically, on the opening sub-Plinian (EU1) and Plinian (EU2) stages. Our objective is to characterize vesiculation processes from the onset to the sustained plinian phase of the eruption. The opening phase (EU1) formed a ~15 km-high buoyant column that was advection eastward by lower tropospheric winds (Sigurdsson et al., 1985) and deposited fine-grained pumice tens of kilometers from the vent (Fig. 1a and b). The unit varies from 0 to 15 cm in thickness (Fig. 1c) and blankets the flanks of the volcano. After a small column collapse event generated a poorly dispersed PDC (EU1p, Cioni et al., 2000), the sustained activity increased in intensity and a much higher ~25–30 km plume formed (Fig. 1b), was carried south-east by stratospheric winds (Rolandi et al., 2008), and deposited EU2 pumice hundreds of kilometers from the eruptive center (Sigurdsson et al., 1985). EU2 is ≤140 cm thick at the base of Vesuvius (Cioni et al., 1992), thins outward and then thickens again (>100 cm) towards the Sorrento peninsula (Sigurdsson et al., 1985; Fig. 1a, c).

3. Background: textural investigation of products from the 79AD eruption and vesiculation experiments in phonolites

The products of the 79AD eruption of Vesuvius have been characterized by Cioni et al. (2005), who examined textural evidence for the origin of changes in eruptive behavior during two important transitions (i.e. white to gray pumice EU2–EU3 and sustained plinian activity to caldera collapse EU3–EU4) using vesicle and crystal textures. We focus on conditions related to the onset of eruptive activity (EU1) and subsequent transition to the first Plinian phase (EU2). In particular, we used decompression experiments to explore the effects of varying starting conditions (composition and microlite content) on conditions of vesiculation and, by

Fig. 1. (a) DEM of the Bay of Naples and the region surrounding Mt. Vesuvius in Italy, overlain by 10 cm-isopachs of fallout deposits ejected during both the opening (EU1) and early Plinian (EU2) phases of the 79AD eruption. Note how the dispersion is much more reduced for EU1. Pumice samples from EU1 and EU2 used in this study were collected at Villa Telesi and Pompeii, respectively. (b) Interpretative plot of eruptive column height in function of time through the eruption, along with the approximate timing of various fallout and pyroclastic density current events (modified from Carey and Sigurdsson, 1987). (c) Outcrop showing EU1 and EU2 separated by a pyroclastic density current deposit (EU1pdc). Hammer for scale.
inference, on the course of the eruption. Textural data for EU2 is presented in Gurioli et al. (2005); textural data for EU1 is presented here.

Previous decompression experiments that use Vesuvius phonolite starting compositions have explored conditions that allow equilibrium degassing to be maintained. Iacono Marzano et al. (2007) used superliquidus melts (1050 °C) to determine limiting decompression rates of ≥1.7 MPa/s for homogeneous nucleation, and ≤0.0028 MPa/s to maintain near-equilibrium conditions of degassing. Larsen (2008) started experiments at subliquidus temperatures (900 and 950 °C) where bubble nucleation appeared heterogeneous even at high decompression rates (3–17 MPa/s), requiring ΔP ≤ 50 MPa to trigger vesiculation. These experiments indicated, however, a big contrast in the degassing behavior between the higher temperature experiments, where equilibrium volatile contents were maintained during decompression, and the lower temperature experiments, where experiments deviate strongly from equilibrium trends. Our experiments extend the range of experimental conditions to lower temperatures (850 °C) and slower decompression (0.25 MPa/s); these conditions lie within the inferred temperature and decompression rate for the early phase of the 79AD eruption, thereby allowing us to link the experiments to the natural environment.

4. Methods

4.1. Decompression experiments

We used multiple-step decompression (MSD) experiments to investigate bubble nucleation and growth in Vesuvius phonolites at conditions relevant to the 79AD eruption. 5 MPa pressure drops were followed by 20-second holding periods to replicate a linear, integrated ascent rate of 10 m/s (0.25 MPa/s), which represents the average ascent velocity derived from the modeling from Papale and Dobran (1993). It is a conservative estimate considering that input rates of 0.25 MPa/s are required to reproduce the high mass discharge rates calculated for the EU2 phase of the eruption (Carey and Sigurdsson, 1987) in other numerical ascent models (e.g. CONFLOW, Mastin and Ghiorso, 2000). Although magma ascent during eruption is non-linear (e.g. Neri et al., 2002), the use of a linear decompression rate of 0.25 MPa/s was most practical in the laboratory environment.

4.2. Starting material and experimental setup

Starting material for decompression experiments are 2–3 cm-sized EU1 and EU2 pumice clasts (see Fig. 1 for sampling locations) that show minor differences in composition (Table 1), with slightly lower SiO2, FeO, MgO, and CaO and higher Al2O3, Na2O, and K2O in EU1 compared to EU2. Two sets of experiments using powdered pumices from EU1 and EU2 were placed at the initial pressure (P1 = 150 MPa) and temperature (T = 850 °C) for 5–7 days under water-saturated conditions (aq,0 = 1) inside Au, Ag, or Ag-Pd capsules loaded into Rene-style Waspaloy vessels pressurized with H2O. This step ensured that the material would reach near-equilibrium starting conditions, and that pore space was minimized (Larsen and Gardner, 2004; Larsen, 2008). A series of MSD with initial pressure P1 = 100 MPa and temperature T = 850 °C from prior experiments (Larsen, unpublished data) was also available to compare with series at P1 = 150 MPa. Those MSD experiments underwent an additional annealing step at 1000 °C prior to re-equilibration at 850 °C that initially served to eliminate most microlites that might modify nucleation behavior, thus allowing us to assess the effect of crystal content. Hereafter, the 150 MPa series for EU1 and EU2 are labeled “series A and B” respectively, and the annealed 100 MPa series available for EU2 is labeled “series C”. Oxygen fugacity (fO2) was maintained at Ni–NiO ± 0.5 to 1 log unit (Rutherford, 1996; Scaillet and Pichavant, 2004) in saturation experiments by inserting nickel filler rods into the vessels. Capsules were placed on a hot plate at 150 °C and weighed before and after each saturation run to ensure that no water had been lost. Splits of resulting glass slabs were then reloaded into several capsules 30 mm in length and 4 mm in diameter, each crimped and welded. Each capsule was then placed into rapid quench-capable cold-seal vessels at T = 850 °C, P1 = 150 MPa for 1–2 h, then decompressed stepwise and quenched at ending pressures (Pn) between 125

### Table 1

Chemical analyses of EU1 and EU2 samples.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>wt%</th>
<th>EU1 14-1</th>
<th>EU2 V15-2-9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SiO2</td>
<td>54.91 (0.26)</td>
<td>55.41 (0.38)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiO2</td>
<td>0.31 (0.14)</td>
<td>0.26 (0.11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al2O3</td>
<td>22.30 (0.23)</td>
<td>21.97 (0.45)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FeO</td>
<td>2.16 (0.13)</td>
<td>2.90 (0.38)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MnO</td>
<td>0.24 (0.08)</td>
<td>0.24 (0.12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MgO</td>
<td>0.23 (0.03)</td>
<td>0.65 (0.07)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CaO</td>
<td>3.11 (0.22)</td>
<td>3.69 (0.25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na2O</td>
<td>6.22 (0.19)</td>
<td>5.32 (0.21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K2O</td>
<td>9.89 (0.42)</td>
<td>9.17 (0.39)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cl</td>
<td>0.54 (0.08)</td>
<td>0.26 (0.14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2O5</td>
<td>0.09 (0.04)</td>
<td>0.12 (0.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totals a</td>
<td>99.20 (0.41)</td>
<td>99.76 (0.58)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n b</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a Cl is reported as oxide weight percent.

b Original totals with analyses normalized to 100%.

c Total number of electron microprobe analyses of glass created by melting powders in Au75Pd25 tubing for 10 min at 1300 °C.
and 25 MPa. In general, decomposition to lower pressures resulted in foam collapse or fragmentation although one successful run at $P_T = 10$ MPa was integrated into the experimental dataset.

### 4.3. Experimental conditions

The experimental temperature of 850 °C is within the range determined for the 79AD magmas from prior studies (Barberi et al., 1981; Cioni et al., 1995) and at the lower bound of the 850–925 °C found by Cioni et al. (1998) and Shea et al. (2009). Storage pressures have been constrained at 100–150 MPa by Cioni (2000) on the basis of volatiles in melt inclusions although Iacono Marziano et al. (2007) and Scaillet et al. (2008) have inferred pressures of 200 MPa using phase equilibria and water solubility experiments, respectively. We used $P_0 = 150$ MPa for both EU1 and EU2 runs. Finally, although CO$_2$ might have been present during earlier stages of magma storage (Scaillet and Pichavant, 2004), absence of CO$_2$ within melt inclusions indicates that the magma was H$_2$O-saturated (H$_2$O $\leq$ 6.5 wt%) immediately prior to ascent (Cioni, 2000). Water-saturation was consequently assumed for all decomposition experiments.

### 4.4. Textural characterization

Measurements of sample vesicularity, vesicle size distribution (VSD), vesicle volume distribution (VVD), and number density per unit volume melt ($N_{\text{corr}}$) were obtained using methods described in Shea et al. (2010). Sample vesicularity is determined by measuring sample weight in air and water, assuming a fixed solid fraction density (Houghton and Wilson, 1989). Density/vesicularity histograms were used to select three samples representative of the low, mean and high density end-members for further textural characterization (Fig. 2). While density measurements are easily achievable for cm-sized pumice clasts, they are not feasible for experimental samples that have volumes of a few cubic mm. Thus, experimentalists often choose to consider the 2D vesicularity as representative of the 3D vesicularity (e.g. Gardner et al., 1999; Gardner et al., 2000; Martel and Schmidt, 2003; Mangan et al., 2004; Mourouda-Bonnefoi and Laporte, 2004; Burgisser and Gardner, 2005; Cluzel et al., 2008), or derive vesicularity using stereological corrections methods (e.g. Mourouda-Bonnefoi and Laporte, 2004; Larsen and Gardner, 2004). In an attempt to estimate how 2D (i.e. “image vesicularity”, $d_{\text{2D}}$) compares to true
vesicularity (“density-derived vesicularity”, \( \phi_{bdv} \)) we gathered data from 5 explosive and 1 effusive eruptions, and derived a best-fit equation (see Appendix A for a full description):

\[
\phi_{bdv} = -6.762 \times 10^{-2} \phi_{bdv}^2 + 1.5574 \phi_{bdv} + 2.5
\]

(VSDs, VVDs and \( N_{v,s} \) were derived via a Matlab-based algorithm (cf. FOAMS, Shea et al., 2010) based on formulations by Sahagian and Proussevitch (1998). Vessel number densities were corrected for the calculated vesiculities (\( N_{v,corr} \), Table 2) to provide information on the number of bubbles that nucleated and survived coalescence and collapse. Finally, to test the influence of microlites on vesiculation, oxide number densities \( N_{vox} \) per unit volume were also measured within decomposition experiments.

5. Results

5.1. Textural characterization of Vesuvius 79AD white pumice

Detailed descriptions of EU2 textures can be found in Gurioli et al. (2005), and new measurements concern EU1 only. Nonetheless, to facilitate comparison, both EU1 and EU2 textural features are summarized in the following paragraphs.

5.1.1. Observations

Textural measurements for both EU1 and EU2 are reported for clasts that represent the mode and extremes of the density distribution for each deposit (e.g., Shea et al., 2010). Progressing from low to higher densities (Fig. 3a, c, d and b, d, f), large (>0.5 mm) vesicles become sparser and glass walls thicken. In all samples, larger vesicles have complex shapes while smaller ones (i.e. <0.1 mm) are round. Vesicle walls are smooth, and bubbles are either located away from large crystals or arranged as intricate radial webs around leucites (Fig. 3g and h). Tiny \( \sim 1-3 \) \( \mu \)m oxide microlites (distinguishably titanomagnetite) are abundant and homogeneously distributed within the glass of all natural samples. While the low and mean density end-members in both EU1 and EU2 display similar textures and vesicularities, EU1 high density clasts are less vesicular (62% for EU1 high and 71% for EU2 high) because of alternating dense and vesicular regions (Fig. 3e) that may be associated with shear-bands. In contrast, the high density end-member of EU2 (Fig. 3f) is relatively homogeneous. EU2 also contains more minute (i.e. <0.01 mm) vesicles than EU1 (e.g. compare Fig. 3g with h). Neither EU1 nor EU2 show evidence of post-fragmentation expansion (e.g., brecciated, differential bubble expansion, Polacci et al., 2001; Klug et al., 2002), which may affect the interpretation of measurements. Throughout this contribution, we therefore assume that the textures by EU1 and EU2 pumices are frozen records acquired during or prior to fragmentation.

5.1.2. Measurements

Measurements of natural and experimental vesicle sizes, numbers, and other relevant parameters are reported in Table 2. Vesicularities for the two sets of natural samples are 62, 75, 81% low, mean and high densities respectively for EU1, and 71, 77, 83% for EU2 (Fig. 2). Vesicle size distributions (VSD, Fig. 4a) differ in that the mean sample of EU1 lacks the larger portion of the population visible in the EU2 mean. Both EU1 and EU2 low density clasts show extended tails towards large vesicles (>1.5 mm) while the high density end-members contain only vesicles <1.5 mm. VSD curves, which are used to infer the steadiness of the vesiculation process (e.g. Cashman and Marsh, 1988; Mangan and Cashman, 1996, Klug et al., 2002; Adams et al., 2006), show gradual rather than abrupt changes. Kinks within the larger populations (>500 \( \mu \)m) are artifacts of lower sampling frequency associated with geometric binning.

Size distributions expressed as volume fraction histograms (vesicle volume distributions “VVD”, Fig. 4b) provide a more detailed view of the larger (and less numerous) vesicles. Low density clasts have a dominant mode at 20–30 \( \mu \)m, and a secondary mode at larger sizes caused by coalescence (e.g. Klug et al., 2002). EU1 and EU2 mean density clasts show minor differences at comparable vesicularities (75 and 77% EU1 and EU2 respectively); EU1 is unimodal whereas EU2 could be bi-modal. Lastly, EU1 and EU2 high density distributions both have one dominant mode. For high density samples, in contrast with low and mean density pumices, vesicularities strongly differ (62% and 71% for EU1 and EU2 respectively) probably due to shearing-induced bubble collapse within narrow zones of EU1 (Fig. 3e). In general, dominant modes are about two to three times larger in size in EU1 compared to EU2 (Table 2), irrespective of clast vesicularity. Calculated \( N_{v,corr} \) are systematically higher in EU2 than in EU1 for all clast densities (close to \( 3 \times 10^6 \) mm\(^{-3} \) for EU1 and around \( 1 \times 10^7 \) mm\(^{-3} \) for EU2). The smallest vesicles (\( L \sim 0.01 \) mm) are the most numerous (VSDs, Fig. 4a) and their contribution to total porosity is non-negligible (<3 to 12% vesicularity \( \phi_{bdv} < 0.1 \)).

Gurioli et al. (2005) interpreted EU2 to have undergone continuous nucleation and growth. Additional information is provided by its comparison with EU1 data; EU1 vesicle modes (0.03, 0.08, and 0.05 mm, cf. Table 2) are slightly larger than EU2 (0.02, 0.04, and 0.015 mm), which could indicate more time in the conduit after nucleation of late-stage bubble populations or simply differing ascent rates in the upper regions of the conduit prior to fragmentation. In all pumice samples analyzed, cumulative VSDs are best characterized by power-law distributions (cf. Blower et al., 2001) with exponents \( d \sim 3 \) (Table 2).

5.2. Textural characterization of laboratory experiments

To provide direct comparison between natural samples and experiments, observations of the development of vesicle textures during decomposition are followed by descriptions of textural measurements made within each experimental series.

5.2.1. Bubble vesiculation during experiments—observations

The evolution of the exsolution process in series A and B (\( P = 150 \) MPa) and C (\( P = 100 \) MPa) is illustrated in Fig. 5 by SEM photos of experimental charges (see Table 2 for measurements). Bubbles nucleate soon after decomposition (Fig. 5a, b, c), indicating that a large supersaturation is not required to initiate vesiculation in \( \text{H}_2\text{O} \)-saturated Vesuvian phonolites. As expected, bubbles grow larger at lower ending pressures and start to coalesce at the lowest pressure reached (\( P = 25 \) MPa in series A and B, and \( P = 10 \) MPa for series C).

At \( P = 125 \) MPa, the numerous small bubbles present within series A and B experiments appear homogeneously distributed within the melt (Fig. 5a and b), often associated with oxides (titanomagnetite and hematite, Fig. 5d, e, f). At \( P = 50 \) MPa, vesicles have grown much larger, although EU2 samples retain smaller bubbles. After decomposition of \( P = 25 \) MPa, series A is dominated by closely-spaced large bubbles separated by thin walls, whereas series B contains fewer but larger bubbles separated by thick glass walls. Coalescence areas appear more dominant within series B. At the lowest pressure tested, series A and B have calculated vesicularities of 63 and 57% respectively, which are lower than in most natural 79AD samples, and are likely a consequence of incomplete decomposition. The most apparent differences can be expressed in terms of bubble shape and outline: large series A vesicles are mostly round with smooth walls, whereas series B vesicles show irregular shapes with ragged walls. Even at very low \( \Delta P \) (\( P = 125–100 \) MPa), tiny series B vesicles show faceted outlines whereas series A vesicles are round (Fig. 5a and b). This striking difference can be attributed to the high numbers of 1–3 \( \mu \)m-sized sandine microlites within series B glass (Fig. 5e), whereas series A glass lacks any microlites other than oxides (Fig. 5a).
Series C experiments involved the same EU2 starting material used for Series B experiments, but differ considerably. Much like in series A, vesicles are dominantly round, their boundaries smooth, and the surrounding glass is clear and homogeneous containing fewer oxide microlites (Fig. 5f). At a similar ending pressure of $P_f = 25$ MPa, vesicularity is comparable to series A and B (59%) and at $P_f = 10$ MPa...
attain 82% as vesicle walls become extremely thin (Fig. 5c). Judging from vesicle shape, coalescence appears to be more dominant in series C than in other series: glass walls are often deformed and seem to be on the verge of rupturing (Fig. 5c).

In terms of general appearance, EU1 and EU2 natural samples resemble more with series A and C than Series B. Compared to series A and C, however, vesicle walls are typically thinner in natural samples and glass nodes are less prominent. In addition, the number of small sanidine microlites within series B compared to series A and C.

Fig. 5. SEM images of experimental samples quenched at different pressure conditions. (a) Series A and (b) series B started at $P_i = 150$ MPa and quenched at $P_f = 100, 50$ and 25 MPa, and (c) series C started at $P_i = 100$ MPa and quenched at $P_f = 50, 25$ and 10 MPa. Vesicles in series B have fairly distorted shapes and ragged glass walls compared to series A and C or natural samples. (d), (e), and (f) are close-ups (5000X magnification) of groundmasses from all three series showing bubbles often nucleate on titanomagnetites. Note the numerous sanidine microlites within series B compared to series A and C.

Fig. 6. Vesicle size distributions measured within experimental samples from series A, B and C at different final pressures. Typically, due to the small sample size, vesicles bigger than 0.240 mm cannot be accounted for. The shaded region represents the portion of the size distribution for which we cannot make inferences. Size distribution curves (dashed lines) for EU1 and EU2 means are reported along with their corresponding series. Note that volume fractions sum to vesicularity values for each sample. $n =$ number of vesicles analyzed.
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vesicles arranged in between large bubbles is much higher in natural samples, where configurations closer to Apollonian packing (i.e., minimization of space by packing spheres of varying radii) are reached. In contrast, experimental samples have a limited size range, even after extensive decomposition.

5.2.2. Measurements

Identical quantification procedures to those used for natural samples were employed to characterize decompression experiments. Unfortunately, due to the reduced sample volume within experimental capsules, observations are limited to about 4 mm² in area and measurements are restricted to a 0.001–0.240 mm interval. Because modes are not well depicted by VSDs, the distributions are reported only as VVDs (Fig. 6), with EU1 and EU2 mean density distributions shown for comparison. Inspection of the smaller size range (0.001–0.01 mm) reveals that both series A and B possess small vesicles throughout decompression, in contrast with series C, where they disappear with decompression. All three series have dominant modes that increase in size with decompression, but do not achieve the size range seen in pumice samples (Fig. 6). Interestingly, series A and B VVDs are polymodal until \( P_f = 25 \text{ MPa} \), where only one mode remains, although the limited measurable size range may mask secondary modes associated with coalescence. Series C preserves only one mode and has larger modal sizes than Series B.

Vesicle number densities \( N_{V_{corr}} \) in all three series show rapid increases before reaching a plateau (series B) or declining (series A and C; Fig. 7). Series A reaches a maximum of \( N_{V_{corr}} \approx 10^6 \text{ mm}^{-3} \), which drops to \( 10^3 \text{ mm}^{-3} \) at \( \Delta P = 125 \text{ MPa} \) (\( P_f = 25 \text{ MPa} \)). In contrast, series B attains values of \( 10^2 \text{ mm}^{-3} \). Series C \( N_{Vs} \) is significantly lower than series A and B, reaching a maximum of \( 4 \times 10^3 \text{ mm}^{-3} \). These experimental number densities barely reach the range of \( N_{Vs} \) measured in natural samples, with the exception of series B, where number densities overlap with the most vesicular EU1 sample. Most experimental cumulative VSDs show distributions that follow exponential functions (Table 2) with exponents decreasing with increasing decompression.

6. Discussion

6.1. Assumptions inherent to experimental procedure

Before laboratory experiments can be compared to the natural samples, several underlying assumptions need further consideration. Initial materials used for these experiments were crushed into fine powder and then either annealed at 1000 °C or inserted directly into experimental capsules for equilibration at high pressure and temperature prior to decompression. Using powders without fusing them at high temperatures (i.e., series A and B) presents the disadvantage that poro spaces or hydration bubbles may be present at the onset of decompression (Larsen and Gardner, 2000, 2004). In series A and B samples, a few hydration bubbles can be observed but are in such small numbers that their contribution is considered insignificant (cf., Gardner et al., 1999). In comparison, fusing samples prior to equilibration (i.e., series C) reduces pore spaces, but has the drawback of annihilating some microlites that might otherwise be present within the natural melt stored in the crust prior to eruption.

6.2. Heterogeneous nucleation in 79AD Vesuvius phonolites

Our experiments show that <25 MPa of decompression was required to initiate vesiculation in all experiments, in contrast to the high degrees of supersaturation typically necessary to trigger homogeneous nucleation in rhyolites (Mangan and Sisson, 2000; Mourtada-Bonnefils and Laporte, 2004) or phonolites (Lacono Marziano et al., 2007). The low pressure drop required to generate bubbles reflects heterogeneous nucleation, as pre-existing microlites provide surfaces for bubble embryos to form on (Hurwitz and Navon, 1994; Navon and Lyakhovsky, 1998; Gardner et al., 1999; Mangan and Sisson, 2000, Cluzel et al., 2008). Larsen (2008) reached a similar conclusion for K-phonolites at higher temperatures, and like Hurwitz and Navon (1994), suggested microscopic crystalline phases as potential nucleation sites.

In our experiments, bubbles nucleate both on and away from microlites (e.g., Fig. 5d, e, f); furthermore, as seen in other experiments, only oxides serve as bubble nucleation sites (Fig. 5e; Hurwitz and Navon, 1994; Navon and Lyakhovsky, 1998; Cluzel et al., 2008). To investigate the relationship between vesicles and microlites in more detail, oxide number densities \( N_{Vox} \) were measured in experimental series. In series A, B, and C, resulting \( N_{Vox} \) are \( 1 \times 10^7, 5 \times 10^5 \), and \( 3 \times 10^6 \) respectively. In 5 to 10 times higher than their corresponding vesicle number density (Table 2, Fig. 7). Thus, for each series, there are more available nucleation sites than there are nucleating bubbles. Series A and B used slightly different compositions but identical experimental procedures. Series B and C used identical starting compositions but different pre-decompression treatment (series C samples were annealed at high temperature). From this we infer that nucleation is limited by properties of the melt (water diffusivity and/or surface tension) and the time scale of decompression. As oxides are already present in the melt before decompression, oxide number density should be controlled by pre-eruptive composition and temperature rather than decompression rate. Differences in measured vesicle number density between the three series (cf. Fig. 7) are thus only partially related to the number density of oxide phases since all available nucleation sites are not utilized.

6.3. Equilibrium exsolution

To verify whether our experiments followed equilibrium exsolution paths, vesicularities measured in series A, B, and C are shown in Fig. 8 along with equilibrium curves given by Gardner et al. (1999) as:

\[
\phi = \left[ \frac{\rho V_{H_{2}O} (w_1 - w_f)}{1 + \left( \frac{\rho V_{H_{2}O} (w_1 - w_f)}{Z} \right)} \right]^{\frac{1}{2}}
\]

where \( \rho \) is magma density in kg m\(^{-3}\), \( Z \) is molecular water weight in kg, \( w_1 \) and \( w_f \) are the weight fractions of dissolved water at initial and final pressures determined using the solubility model of Larsen (2008), and \( V_{H_{2}O} \) the molar volume of water (in vapor phase) at the final pressure in m\(^3\).
Within uncertainty, experimental porosities follow the equilibrium line very closely for all series, attaining about 60% at \( P_F = 25 \) MPa, and 82% at \( P_F = 10 \) MPa in series C. Thus, the experiments not only nucleated bubbles rapidly at low \( \Delta P \), but maintained equilibrium degassing paths during decompression. When compared with Larsen’s (2008) results, which show disequilibrium degassing at \( T = 900 \) °C and decompression rates \( \geq 3 \) MPa/s, this illustrates the sensitivity of degassing trends to both magma properties and decompression conditions (see also Larsen and Gardner, 2004).

6.4. Evolution of vesicle size during decompression

To investigate bubble growth, we compare vesicle sizes measured within experiments to those found in natural pumice. We compare modal sizes for samples representative of each final pressure achieved in series A, B and C with the ranges measured within EU1 and EU2 low, mean and high densities (Fig. 9). All series reach modal sizes measured in natural samples by \( P_F \approx 75 \) MPa regardless of starting pressure, which indicates that pressure exerts the primary control on bubble size. However, quenching at this pressure is unrealistic for the Vesuvius eruption. For this reason, we infer that at least one experimental variable strongly differs from 79AD eruption conditions. The most likely is decompression rate, as more rapid magma ascent and decompression implies less time spent within the conduit and smaller bubbles.

6.5. Evolution of nucleation and growth through decompression

Modal growth rate \( (G_{\text{mode}}) \) variations during decompression can be calculated directly at each 25 MPa step using modal sizes and experimental times. We consider only additional growth at each step of decompression (Table 2 and Fig. 10a). Although series A shows higher growth rates than series B, both have growth rates that increase slowly until \( P_F = 90-100 \) MPa, after which values increase abruptly to achieve maximum values at \( P_F = 50 \) MPa. Series C have maximum growth rates at lower \( P_F \) with growth rates escalating at \( P_F = 25 \) MPa, most likely due to the onset of coalescence.

Nucleation rates were calculated using differences in \( N_{\text{corr}} \) between successive experiments divided by the decompression time interval. We compare them to those derived from classical nucleation theory (CNT). Nucleation rates depend directly on the free energy change required to form a cluster and are expressed as (Turnbull and Fisher, 1949; Hurwitz and Navon, 1994; Mangan and Sisson, 2000, 2005; Mourtada-Bonnefoi and Laporte, 2002, 2004; Cluzel et al., 2008):

\[
J = J_0 \times e^{-16\pi \sigma_{\text{hom}}^3 (kT P_F)^2 (3)}
\]

where \( J \) and \( J_0 \) are nucleation rate and a pre-exponential parameter in \( m^{-3} s^{-1} \), \( \sigma_{\text{hom}} \) is melt-bubble surface tension for homogeneous nucleation in N m\(^{-1} \), \( k \) is the Boltzmann constant in J K\(^{-1} \), \( T \) is temperature in K, and \( P_F \) and \( P_M \) are critical nucleus and melt pressures respectively.

In turn, \( J_0 \) is expressed as:

\[
J_0 = \frac{2 \Omega \sigma n_0 D}{a_0} \left( \frac{\sigma}{k T} \right)
\]

where \( \Omega \) is volume of water molecules in the melt in m\(^3\), \( D \) is water diffusivity in m\(^2\) s\(^{-1}\), \( n_0 \) is the number of water molecules per unit
volume of melt in m$^{-3}$ calculated as $n_0 = \rho \alpha \rho_m \frac{M}{M}$, with $\rho$ being Avogadro’s number, $\rho_m$ the melt density in kg m$^{-3}$, $\alpha$ the mass fraction of water within the melt, and $m$ the molar mass of water; finally, $\alpha_0 \approx \frac{1}{2}$ is the mean distance between neighboring water molecules (Cluzel et al., 2008). In heterogeneous nucleation, the activation energy is reduced by a factor $\varphi$ expressed as (Hurwitz and Navon, 1994; Navon and Lyakhovsky, 1998):

$$\varphi = \frac{(2 - \cos \theta)(1 + \cos \theta)^2}{4}$$

where $\theta$ is the wetting angle between bubble and crystal. Because we do not know $\theta$ for the oxides that serve as nucleation sites, we replace $\sigma_{\text{hom}}$ by an “effective” surface tension $\sigma_{\text{EFF}}$ that incorporates the activation energy reduction term expressed as $\sigma_{\text{EFF}} = \varphi^{1/2} \sigma_{\text{hom}}$ (Cluzel et al., 2008). This term thus incorporates all parameters that facilitate nucleation (e.g., microlites). Our observation that there seems to be no barrier to nucleation supports the assumption that the number of nucleation sites is larger than the total number of vesicles and that $P_{f} \approx P_{\text{SAT}}$, where $P_{\text{SAT}}$ is the saturation pressure and $P_{f}$ the critical nuclei pressure. Thus, $P_{\text{SAT}} - P_{f} = \Delta P$ in nucleation rate calculations. Water diffusivity is assumed to be $D = 2 \times 10^{-12}$ m$^2$ s$^{-1}$, based on $D = 2 \times 10^{-11}$ m$^2$ s$^{-1}$ for Vesuvius phonolites at $T = 1050^\circ$C (Iacono Marziano et al., 2007) and a factor of 100 correction to account for the temperature difference (Watson, 1994; Larsen, 2008).

Eq. (3) was solved for various effective surface tensions ranging from 0.01 to 0.1 N m$^{-1}$, and results are plotted along with experimental data (Fig. 10b). As expected, experiments indicate a low effective surface tension ($\sim 0.075$ N m$^{-1}$) at $25 \leq \Delta P \leq 75$ MPa and nucleation rates drop to 0 at $\Delta P = 50$–75 MPa. Prolonged nucleation in series B experiments is indicated by the presence of small bubbles at $\Delta P = 75$ MPa (Fig. 6). In all series, nucleation rate trends traverse a range of effective surface tensions, as observed by Mangan and Sisson (2005) for dacites and rhyolites. After 25 MPa of decompression, all three series plot close to effective surface tensions as low as 0.030 N m$^{-1}$ (Fig. 10b). Similar values of $\sigma_{\text{EFF}}$ were found by Mourtada-Bonnefoi and Laporte (2004) in dacites using data from Gardner et al. (1999).

A comparison of growth and nucleation rates (Fig. 10a and b) reveals that nucleation is dominant for the first 50–75 MPa of decomposition in series A and B, after which growth takes over. Thus, equilibrium vesicularities are maintained first by vigorous nucleation and then by diffusive growth with no addition of new bubbles. In series C, growth is much more rapid at the beginning of decompression. In all series, bubble numbers decrease at low pressures as smaller bubbles coalesce.

6.6. Comparisons with numerical models

We use the numerical models of Toramaru (1995, 2006) to predict vesicle number densities ($N_{\text{corr}}$) as a function of decompression rate, diffusivity, and the surface tension between melt and bubbles (Yamada et al., 2005; Toramaru, 2006). For comparison with pumice samples, we use number densities $N_{\text{corr}} \approx 3 \times 10^6$ mm$^{-3}$ and $N_{\text{corr}} \approx 11 \times 10^6$ mm$^{-3}$ measured in EU1 and EU2 means respectively (Table 2). Similarly, experimental plateau values are used, that is, $N_{\text{corr}} \approx 1 \times 10^6$ mm$^{-3}$, 6.5 $\times$ 10$^6$ mm$^{-3}$, and 0.3 $\times$ 10$^6$ mm$^{-3}$ in series A, B and C respectively.

The number density predicted by Toramaru’s model, here labeled $N_{\text{corr}}$, for constant number density, is written (Toramaru, 2006):

$$N_{\text{corr}} = 34 X_0 \alpha_1^{-2} \alpha_2^{-4} \alpha_3^{-2}$$

Here $X_0$ is the initial water concentration at the saturation pressure, and $\alpha_1$, $\alpha_2$, $\alpha_3$ represent dimensionless parameters (Toramaru, 1995) that are defined as:

$$\alpha_1 = \frac{16 \rho_{\text{hom}}^3}{3kT \sigma_{\text{EFF}}}$$

$$\alpha_2 = \frac{\Omega_0 \rho}{kT}$$

$$\alpha_3 = \frac{kT \sigma_{\text{EFF}}}{4\pi^2 \frac{dP}{dt}}$$

As in earlier calculations, $\sigma_{\text{hom}}$ is replaced by $\sigma_{\text{EFF}}$ to account for activation energy reduction during heterogeneous nucleation.

Fig. 11 shows the influence of both decompression rate ($\frac{dP}{dt}$) and effective surface tension ($\sigma_{\text{EFF}}$) on the maximum stable value of $N_{\text{corr}}$. Experimental number densities agree well with the model if $\sigma_{\text{EFF}} = 0.02$, 0.035 and 0.045 N m$^{-1}$ for series A, B and C respectively. These values are similar to effective surface tensions estimated for small $\Delta P$ experiments using Eq. (3) (Fig. 10b) and with estimates by Mourtada-Bonnefoi and Laporte (2004) and Mangan and Sisson (2005) for dacites. We also compare the numerical results with measured number densities ($N_{\text{corr}}$ Table 2) for EU1 and EU2 samples. Assuming that experimental surface tensions of 0.035 N m$^{-1}$ calculated from series A can be extrapolated to both EU1 and EU2, decompression rates of 0.5 and 1.0 MPa/s could produce the $N_{\text{corr}}$ measured in EU1 and EU2 natural samples respectively.
effective surface tension in EU2 was closer to series C values (i.e. 0.045 N m⁻¹), decompression rates of about 2 MPa/s are needed.

6.7. Volcanological implications

Our comparison of pumice samples, experimental charges and numerical models raises several questions. The first relates to differences in the vesiculation characteristics of EU1 and EU2 magmas. EU1 natural samples and series A experiments have larger but fewer vesicles than EU2 natural samples and series B experiments. If the differences in natural samples were solely a function of varying decompression rates, then the experiments should have yielded identical results. Shea et al. (2009) show that the compositional difference between the two eruptive units caused shifts in phase equilibria curves for leucite and other phases. Indeed, sanidine microlites crystallized vigorously within series B but not series A experiments. The textures show that the presence of sanidine affected the form, if not the rate, of vesiculation in the experiments. However EU2 pumice clasts show no evidence of sanidine. Thus, the experimental conditions chosen for replication EU2 vesiculation failed to adequately reproduce natural conditions. The recent results of Shea et al. (2009) suggest that higher experimental temperatures are necessary to prevent sanidine crystallization.

A second question relates to the observed form of the vesicle size distributions. Vesicle number densities measured within experimental samples are only slightly lower than those found in pumice. Our calculations show that decompression rates two to eight times faster would better replicate observed number densities. It follows that two hypotheses can be put forward to explain differences in number densities between the opening and the Plinian phase of the 79AD eruption: either EU1 and EU2 melts, although chemically related, are different enough that their physical properties (particularly microlite concentrations) promote bubble nucleation in EU2 magma, or EU2 erupted more rapidly than EU1. Whereas experiments suggest that the presence of oxides could significantly influence the outcome of vesiculation, field evidence supports differences in ascent rates between eruption of EU1 and EU2. Calculations of column height and discharge rate for the eruption (Carey and Sigurdsson, 1987) demonstrated that the column height increased along with discharge rate during eruption of the white magma (c.f. Fig. 1). Hence, it is likely that ascent rates within the conduit were higher during emission of EU2 than they were during the opening phase EU1.

Vesicle size variability is much broader in nature when compared to experiments (cf. Figs. 3 and 5). This variability can be quantified by comparing VVDs (Fig. 6). Additionally, it appears that modal sizes measured in EU1 and EU2 are attained too early in the inferred (experimental) decompression history (Fig. 9). This is a strong indication that vesiculation undergone by natural magmas is more complex than in simple decompression experiments. Pumice shows near-Apollonian packing configuration predicted for continuous nucleation (Blower et al., 2001, 2002), with VSDs that follow power-law distributions (exponents $d = 3.4–3.6$ Table 2). In contrast, experimental samples show thinner glass walls and VSDs that follow exponential distributions, indicating one or few pulses of nucleation (Blower et al., 2002). Experiments show that nucleation is not steady for a constant decompression rate (Fig. 10b) but rather peaks and drops fairly rapidly. Hence, the pressure perturbation responsible for continuous nucleation during ascent of natural magmas is unlikely to be generated by a steady decompression rate, as in the experiments. This confirms that magmas such as those involved in the 79AD eruption have more complex ascent and vesiculation histories than simple “continuous nucleation and growth” models often proposed to account for vesicle textures observed in pyroclasts.

6.8. Comparisons with other magmas and implications for the style of ascent

Larsen’s (2008) experiments run at EU2 temperatures ($T = 900 \degree C$) and $dP/dt \approx 3$ MPa/s, did not show equilibrium degassing. Experiments on rhyolitic magmas show similar disequilibrium at decompression rates $> 0.025$ MPa/s due to much slower diffusion and resulting build-up of high supersaturation levels (Gardner et al., 1999; Mangan and Sisson, 2000; Mourtada-Bonnefoi and Laporte, 2004; Cluzel et al., 2008). A common conclusion is that impeded nucleation may be the key to generating the extreme explosivity of silicic magmas. In most models, because diffusion is slow in rhyolites or rhyodacites, bubbles nucleate in numbers reaching $10^{9}–10^{10} \text{ mm}^{-3}$ (Mourtada-Bonnefoi and Laporte, 1999, 2002; Gardner and Denis, 2004) only after the critical supersaturation pressure is exceeded. In microlite-bearing K-phonolites, no supersaturation is needed for bubbles to nucleate; nevertheless they attain numbers similar to those measured in more silicic magmas (Larsen and Gardner, 2004; Iacono Marzano et al., 2007; Larsen, 2008; this study).

The difference in vesiculation behavior between more evolved silicic and less evolved alkalic magmas has important implications for the style of volcanic eruption. If rhyolitic melts are brought to extremely unstable thermodynamic states by build-up of oversaturation, they may fragment as a consequence of sudden nucleation and growth (e.g. Cluzel et al., 2008). In contrast, phonolitic melts tend to track equilibrium water contents and vesicularities along the decompression path, as long as ascent rates are lower than 5 MPa/s. It is thus much more likely that fast ascent is the main fragmentation-triggering mechanism in phonolite systems, ultimately responsible for initiating and sustaining the Plinian eruption of Vesuvius in 79AD.

6.9. The uses and limits of linear laboratory vesiculation experiments

We have illustrated how textures observed in experimental runs are a subtle balance between nucleation and diffusive growth of bubbles. When abundant nucleation sites are available (series A and B) nucleation dominates, and as the space between bubbles is reduced, diffusive growth becomes dominant (Fig. 10). However, as mentioned
previously, this behavior (i.e. one pulse of nucleation and growth) occurs only in systems undergoing linear, constant decompressions through time. While this condition may be satisfied for certain phases of magmatic ascent, studies have shown that magma likely ascend in a non-linear fashion, entering the conduit rather slowly and accelerating until the fragmentation level (e.g. Neri et al., 2002). In this model, primary nucleation events form fewer large bubbles when decompression rates are slow enough, and countless smaller bubbles form following secondary nucleation events towards the upper regions of the conduit due to substantial acceleration (Mourtada-Bonnefoi and Laporte, 2004; Massol and Koyaguchi, 2005; Cluzel et al., 2008). This non-linearity is thought to be responsible for the bi-modality of vesicle size distributions often measured in natural pumice (Cluzel et al., 2008). In 79AD white pumice VSDs, bi-modality is not ubiquitous (Fig. 4). High density clasts for both EU1 and EU2 do not record a clear bi-modal distribution and the second mode observed in EU1 and EU2 low density clasts as well as the EU2 mean density population may result from coalescence or could have formed deeper in the conduit. Assuming that bubbles do not have time to entirely decouple from the melt, the superimposition of size ranges resulting from each nucleation events could then generate the wide and complex size distributions typically measured in natural pumice. It is difficult to assess in detail the effects of non-linear ascent rates on textures at the laboratory scale, and such experiments have not been yet attempted. In the future, non-linear vesicolysis experiments involving either numerous pressure drops with decreasing hold times or involving continuously increasing decompression rates need to be tested in order to evaluate the influence of variations during the decompression path on resulting vesicle textures.

7. Conclusions

Experiments involving decompression of K-phonolites were compared to natural samples erupted during the opening and plinian phases of the 79AD eruption of Vesuvius. At conditions initially inferred for ascent of the Vesuvius 79AD white magma (100 MPa ≤ P ≤ 150 MPa, T = 850 °C, dP/dT = 0.25 MPa/s), experimental samples produce vesicle number densities within the same order of magnitude of those measured in EU1 and EU2 pumices, and bubbles of equivalent sizes at final pressures unrealistically high for the natural environment. Experiments exsolve their water in equilibrium with the melt at the applied decompression rates; however, vesicle size distributions are somewhat different from those shown by natural EU1 and EU2 samples. Number densities rapidly reach their maximum and stabilize (around 106 and 107 mm−3 in EU1 and EU2 respectively), as predicted by Toramaru (2006), and low effective surface tensions (σeff = 0.035 N m−1) are needed to generate such high values at ascent rate conditions suggested for the 79AD eruption. In nature and within the experiments, EU1 shows fewer but larger vesicles than EU2; this can be related both to small differences in ascent rates (EU2 faster than EU1) and compositional differences within the melts (i.e. influence of microlites).

From this study, we infer that the wide and often polyomodal size distributions measured in natural samples can be obtained if magma endures non-linear pressure perturbations and if nucleation pulses are triggered at various levels in the conduit. In this model, modal size observed in EU1 and EU2 samples result from bubble growth in the upper part of the conduit as ascent accelerates, as opposed to being generated throughout decompression. In turn, experiments show that the high number densities measured in natural samples can be reached as long as decompression rates of the order of 0.5–1 MPa/s are attained during ascent.

Finally, comparisons made between K-phonolites and more evolved silicic magmas such as rhyolites illustrate how diverging ascent histories may both result in similar catastrophic plinian eruptions. Through detailed investigations of natural pumice and laboratory vesicular samples, therefore, significant progress is being made towards understanding how complex textures observed at the surface may form. Future experiments should perhaps include the possibility of exploring non-linear decompression rates in the laboratory in order to even better replicate natural pumice textures.
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Appendix A

In an attempt to estimate how 2D (i.e. “image vesicularity”, ϕ2D) compares to true vesicularity (“density-derived vesicularity”, ϕtrue), we gathered data from 5 explosive and 1 effusive eruptions including Mt. St Helens (Washington, USA) (Klug and Cashman, 1994), Vesuvius (Naples, Italy) 79AD white and gray pumice (Gurioli et al., 2005), 1912AD Novarupta (Alaska, USA) (Adams et al., 2006), Makapu’u lava flows (Hawaii, USA, Gurioli, unpublished data), Kilauea Iki (Hawaii, Stovall et al., in prep.), and Villarica (Chile) (Gurioli et al., 2008). To provide a useful value applicable to experiments, 2D vesicularity was measured at the highest image magnification used for each individual study. This means that much like in the experiments, large bubbles are often discarded and image vesicularity tends to be lower than true vesicularity. Indeed, Fig. A1 shows that while “image” and “true” vesicularities compare well at very high values (i.e., >70–75%), image vesicularity tends to underestimate the true vesicularity at lower values. The fitted 2nd degree polynomial curve is given in the main text (Eq. (1)).

While the fit is fairly good (R2 = 0.85), a typical spread of about ±5–10% (mean error = 4.3% with 1σ = 3.0%) is to be expected if the relationship is to be used to derive “true” 3D vesicularities from 2D image fraction area measurements. These uncertainties most likely originate from the frequent non-sphericity of vesicles in volcanic pyroclasts, and, more importantly, from the lower probability of encountering smaller objects when performing cross-sections within samples (Sahagian and Proussevitch, 1998). Although difficult to quantify due to the lack of data at φtrue = 30% in Fig. A1, uncertainties will inherently be much larger for samples with low vesicularities (i.e.

Fig. A1. Comparisons between vesicularities measured in thin sections (ϕtrue) with those derived from density measurements (ϕ3D). Note how the data fails to track the orange-colored 1:1 line.


